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the general assumption throughout history has been that a growing population is beneficial for societies by the mid 1960s however the united states
and other developed countries became convinced that population control was an absolute necessity especially in the developing world this absorbing
study explains why population control is no longer the focus of global population policy and why reproductive rights and health have become the
major focus the book highlights the role that the us and other developed countries play in affecting global population policy looking in particular at
the stance of the george w bush administration since taking office it also studies the influence of the un as an international forum and explores how
civil society questioned the ethics of population control global population policy will appeal to a wide audience including readers in the fields of
women s studies development politics and international relations fatal misconception is the disturbing story of our quest to remake humanity by
policing national borders and breeding better people as the population of the world doubled once and then again well meaning people concluded that
only population control could preserve the quality of life this movement eventually spanned the globe and carried out a series of astonishing
experiments from banning asian immigration to paying poor people to be sterilized supported by affluent countries foundations and non
governmental organizations the population control movement experimented with ways to limit population growth but it had to contend with the
catholic church s ban on contraception and nationalist leaders who warned of race suicide the ensuing struggle caused untold suffering for those
caught in the middle particularly women and children it culminated in the horrors of sterilization camps in india and the one child policy in china
matthew connelly offers the first global history of a movement that changed how people regard their children and ultimately the face of humankind it
was the most ambitious social engineering project of the twentieth century one that continues to alarm the global community though promoted as a
way to lift people out of poverty perhaps even to save the earth family planning became a means to plan other people s families with its transnational
scope and exhaustive research into such archives as planned parenthood and the newly opened vatican secret archives connelly s withering critique
uncovers the cost inflicted by a humanitarian movement gone terribly awry and urges renewed commitment to the reproductive rights of all people
for over half a century policymakers committed to population control have perpetrated a gigantic costly and inhumane fraud upon the human race
they have robbed people of the developing countries of their progeny and the people of the developed world of their pocketbooks determined to stop
population growth at all costs those mosher calls population controllers have abused women targeted racial and religious minorities undermined
primary health care programs and encouraged dictatorial actions if not dictatorship they have skewed the foreign aid programs of the united states
and other developed countries in an anti natal direction corrupted dozens of well intentioned nongovernmental organizations and impoverished
authentic development programs blinded by zealotry they have even embraced the most brutal birth control campaign in history china s infamous
one child policy with all its attendant horrors there is no workable demographic definition of overpopulation those who argue for its premises conjure
up images of poverty low incomes poor health unemployment malnutrition overcrowded housing to justify anti natal programs the irony is that such
policies have in many ways caused what they predicted a world which is poorer materially less diverse culturally less advanced economically and
plagued by disease the population controllers have not only studiously ignored mounting evidence of their multiple failures they have avoided the
biggest story of them all fertility rates are in free fall around the globe movements with billions of dollars at their disposal not to mention thousands
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of paid advocates do not go quietly to their graves moreover many in the movement are not content to merely achieve zero population growth they
want to see negative population numbers in their view our current population should be reduced to one or two billion or so such a goal would keep
these interest groups fully employed it would also have dangerous consequences for a global environment challenges the assumption that unchecked
human population growth will lead to social and economic disaster case study of agricultural economy and rural sociology in punjabi villages
illustrating the economic implications and social implications of family size and explaining the obstacles encountered in the unsuccessful khanna field
study in birth control in india includes a bibliography pp 167 to 173 and statistical tables human population control is the practice of artificially
altering the rate of growth of a human population historically human population control has been implemented with the goal of increasing the rate of
population growth in the period from the 1950s to the 1980s concerns about global population growth and its effects on poverty environmental
degradation and political stability led to efforts to reduce population growth rates while population control can involve measures that improve people
s lives by giving them greater control of their reproduction a few programs most notably the chinese government s one child policy have resorted to
coercive measures this book discusses the various methods and impacts of human population control with a new introduction this fully revised edition
of a feminist classic reveals the dangers of contemporary population control tactivs especially as they affect women in developing countries a unique
surprising sometimes frightening study of the u s foreign aid program its impact on people of color in the developing world this book is the result of
almost ten years of research hundreds of freedom of information act requests travel on four continents it examines the role of the national security
council the central intelligence agency aid the department of defense other branches of government in a clearly defined strategy to contain the rise
to power of the emerging states of the southern hemisphere much of the material in the book has been recently declassified cannot be obtained
elsewhere the book also presents comprehensive documentation of subversive activities carried out under the development assistance program
including the clandestine recruitment of in place agents secret payments to influence policymakers conditional lending grant assistance large scale
disinformation campaigns cultural intellectual warfare falsely attributed propaganda this book is a must for university libraries serious researchers
topics covered foreign relations population reproductive rights race relations development economics international agencies covert operations
military security studies bulk prices available on request to retailers booksellers orders inquiries information project for africa inc box 43345
washington dc 20010 人口増加と資源の限界について論じ 現代の人口問題の基礎を築いた経済学書の古典中の古典 this book comprehensively compares the development of population control
policies in china and india their implementations and the population changes over the past seven decades analyzing how populations have changed
and affected socioeconomic development in the two societies this book systematically compares china and india through social and cultural factors
including religion and traditional perspectives on population ethnicity and language social classes family social status and education of women and
government functions a brief introduction discusses how china has developed into a highly homogenous society and how india has developed into a
highly diversified nation in history and the influence of other countries on these two societies with empirical data the book analyzes how population
changes are strongly correlated with economic development in the two most populous societies an insightful discussion of the population issues with
a world perspective and historical understanding of china and india is also provided this book will be valuable reading to students and researchers
interested in knowing more about the population control policies population changes and cultures and societies in china and india for over half a
century policymakers committed to population control have perpetrated a gigantic costly and inhumane fraud upon the human race they have robbed
people of the developing countries of their progeny and the people of the developed world of their pocketbooks determined to stop population growth
at all costs those mosher calls population controllers have abused women targeted racial and religious minorities undermined primary health care
programs and encouraged dictatorial actions if not dictatorship they have skewed the foreign aid programs of the united states and other developed
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countries in an anti natal direction corrupted dozens of well intentioned nongovernmental organizations and impoverished authentic development
programs blinded by zealotry they have even embraced the most brutal birth control campaign in history china s infamous one child policy with all its
attendant horrors there is no workable demographic definition of overpopulation those who argue for its premises conjure up images of poverty low
incomes poor health unemployment malnutrition overcrowded housing to justify anti natal programs the irony is that such policies have in many ways
caused what they predicted a world which is poorer materially less diverse culturally less advanced economically and plagued by disease the
population controllers have not only studiously ignored mounting evidence of their multiple failures they have avoided the biggest story of them all
fertility rates are in free fall around the globe movements with billions of dollars at their disposal not to mention thousands of paid advocates do not
go quietly to their graves moreover many in the movement are not content to merely achieve zero population growth they want to see negative
population numbers in their view our current population should be reduced to one or two billion or so such a goal would keep these interest groups
fully employed it would also have dangerous consequences for a global environment the book is timely invigorating and thought provoking and makes
a well researched and very informative contribution to a critical understanding of the history of population control measures in india i am sure it will
become a standard reference source for scholars and policy makers interested in social demography rights in relation to reproductive health and
policies on population health and family planning population studies in this critical examination of india s family planning programme the author
concludes that the health sector in india is influenced by ideas of eugenics and of malthus he explains how these ideas have moulded the discipline of
demography and helped to construct the family planning programme the author looks for empirical evidence on the apparent reproductive profligacy
of the poor and points to history to show repeated association between population and economic and health improvement questioning the motives
behind the emphasis on reproductive health and rights he maintains that neo liberal economic policies have dealt a huge blow to ideas of the
universal provision of health services 膨張し続ける世界人口 永久に失われつつある生物の多様性 生命をはぐくむ地球上の生物圏は 急激に衰え始めている 私たちはいま 何を選択すべきなのか ピュリッツァー賞を二度受賞した知の巨人が発する強烈
なマニフェスト with the rapid development of economy and international communication world population mobility increase significantly as migrating
population is one of vulnerable populations to infectious diseases strengthening monitoring system and intervention approaches will be a key factor
in controlling the spread of infectious diseases this book is intended to provide valuable information on creating effective prevention and intervention
strategies of tuberculosis taking shenzhen one of typical immigrant cities as an example followed by overview of tuberculosis the control strategy
diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis drug resistant tuberculosis and hiv associated tuberculosis in migrating population is introduced in addition
application of innovative technologies for example internet molecular biology and artificial intelligence in tuberculosis control is presented it will be a
useful reference for practitioners in centers for infectious disease control and prevention hospitals academic institutions as well as staff in
government agencies and non government organizations with interests in tuberculosis prevention and control this book contends that high fertility is
rational in that it achieves short term economic benefit and long term old age support for families wider macroeconomic effects are not the concern
of the individual family this means that the fertility choices of the poor are not a result of ignorance the objective of this book is to drive home the
fact that it is poverty that is responsible for high fertility and that until the problem of poverty is effectively dealt with the problem of high fertility
will continue to persist the book concludes with a series of policy recommendations for the eradication of poverty first published in 1996 routledge is
an imprint of taylor francis an informa company this volume is devoted to some of the most biologically significant control problems governed by
continuous age dependent population dynamics it investigates the existence uniqueness positivity and asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the
continuous age structured models some comparison results are also established in the optimal control problems the emphasis is on first order
necessary conditions of optimality these conditions allow the determination of the optimal control or the approximation of the optimal control
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problem the exact controllability for some models with diffusion and internal control is also studied these subjects are treated using new concepts
and techniques of modern optimal control theory such as clarke s generalized gradient ekeland s variational principle hamilton jacobi equations and
carleman estimates a background in advanced calculus and partial differential equations is required audience this work will be of interest to students
in mathematics biology and engineering and researchers in applied mathematics control theory and biology admittedly the world and the nature of
forced migration have changed a great deal over the last two decades the relevance of data accumulated during that time period can now be called
into question the roundtable and the program on forced migration at the mailman school of public health of columbia university have commissioned a
series of epidemiological reviews on priority public health problems for forced migrants that will update the state of knowledge malaria control
during mass population movements and natural disasters the first in the series provides a basic overview of the state of knowledge of epidemiology of
malaria and public health interventions and practices for controlling the disease in situations involving forced migration and conflict principles of
research design and drug literature evaluation is a unique resource that provides a balanced approach covering critical elements of clinical research
biostatistical principles and scientific literature evaluation techniques for evidence based medicine this accessible text provides comprehensive
course content that meets and exceeds the curriculum standards set by the accreditation council for pharmacy education acpe written by expert
authors specializing in pharmacy practice and research this valuable text will provide pharmacy students and practitioners with a thorough
understanding of the principles and practices of drug literature evaluation with a strong grounding in research and biostatistical principles principles
of research design and drug literature evaluation is an ideal foundation for professional pharmacy students and a key resource for pharmacy
residents research fellows practitioners and clinical researchers features chapter pedagogy learning objectives review questions references and
online resources instructor resources powerpoint presentations test bank and an answer key student resources a navigate companion website
including crossword puzzles interactive flash cards interactive glossary matching questions and links from the foreword this book was designed to
provide and encourage practitioner s development and use of critical drug information evaluation skills through a deeper understanding of the
foundational principles of study design and statistical methods because guidance on how a study s limited findings should not be used is rare
practitioners must understand and evaluate for themselves the veracity and implications of the inherently limited primary literature findings they use
as sources of drug information to make evidence based decisions together with their patients the editors organized the book into three supporting
sections to meet their pedagogical goals and address practitioners needs in translating research into practice thanks to the editors authors and
content of this book you can now be more prepared than ever before for translating research into practice l douglas ried phd fapha editor in chief
emeritus journal of the american pharmacists association professor and associate dean for academic affairs college of pharmacy university of texas at
tyler tyler texas



Growth of Population: Consequences and Controls 1969 the general assumption throughout history has been that a growing population is
beneficial for societies by the mid 1960s however the united states and other developed countries became convinced that population control was an
absolute necessity especially in the developing world this absorbing study explains why population control is no longer the focus of global population
policy and why reproductive rights and health have become the major focus the book highlights the role that the us and other developed countries
play in affecting global population policy looking in particular at the stance of the george w bush administration since taking office it also studies the
influence of the un as an international forum and explores how civil society questioned the ethics of population control global population policy will
appeal to a wide audience including readers in the fields of women s studies development politics and international relations
Global Population Policy 2017-07-05 fatal misconception is the disturbing story of our quest to remake humanity by policing national borders and
breeding better people as the population of the world doubled once and then again well meaning people concluded that only population control could
preserve the quality of life this movement eventually spanned the globe and carried out a series of astonishing experiments from banning asian
immigration to paying poor people to be sterilized supported by affluent countries foundations and non governmental organizations the population
control movement experimented with ways to limit population growth but it had to contend with the catholic church s ban on contraception and
nationalist leaders who warned of race suicide the ensuing struggle caused untold suffering for those caught in the middle particularly women and
children it culminated in the horrors of sterilization camps in india and the one child policy in china matthew connelly offers the first global history of
a movement that changed how people regard their children and ultimately the face of humankind it was the most ambitious social engineering
project of the twentieth century one that continues to alarm the global community though promoted as a way to lift people out of poverty perhaps
even to save the earth family planning became a means to plan other people s families with its transnational scope and exhaustive research into such
archives as planned parenthood and the newly opened vatican secret archives connelly s withering critique uncovers the cost inflicted by a
humanitarian movement gone terribly awry and urges renewed commitment to the reproductive rights of all people
Fatal Misconception 2008-03-25 for over half a century policymakers committed to population control have perpetrated a gigantic costly and
inhumane fraud upon the human race they have robbed people of the developing countries of their progeny and the people of the developed world of
their pocketbooks determined to stop population growth at all costs those mosher calls population controllers have abused women targeted racial
and religious minorities undermined primary health care programs and encouraged dictatorial actions if not dictatorship they have skewed the
foreign aid programs of the united states and other developed countries in an anti natal direction corrupted dozens of well intentioned
nongovernmental organizations and impoverished authentic development programs blinded by zealotry they have even embraced the most brutal
birth control campaign in history china s infamous one child policy with all its attendant horrors there is no workable demographic definition of
overpopulation those who argue for its premises conjure up images of poverty low incomes poor health unemployment malnutrition overcrowded
housing to justify anti natal programs the irony is that such policies have in many ways caused what they predicted a world which is poorer
materially less diverse culturally less advanced economically and plagued by disease the population controllers have not only studiously ignored
mounting evidence of their multiple failures they have avoided the biggest story of them all fertility rates are in free fall around the globe movements
with billions of dollars at their disposal not to mention thousands of paid advocates do not go quietly to their graves moreover many in the movement
are not content to merely achieve zero population growth they want to see negative population numbers in their view our current population should
be reduced to one or two billion or so such a goal would keep these interest groups fully employed it would also have dangerous consequences for a
global environment



Population Control 2017-07-05 challenges the assumption that unchecked human population growth will lead to social and economic disaster
The War Against Population 1999 case study of agricultural economy and rural sociology in punjabi villages illustrating the economic implications
and social implications of family size and explaining the obstacles encountered in the unsuccessful khanna field study in birth control in india
includes a bibliography pp 167 to 173 and statistical tables
Population Control 2008 human population control is the practice of artificially altering the rate of growth of a human population historically human
population control has been implemented with the goal of increasing the rate of population growth in the period from the 1950s to the 1980s
concerns about global population growth and its effects on poverty environmental degradation and political stability led to efforts to reduce
population growth rates while population control can involve measures that improve people s lives by giving them greater control of their
reproduction a few programs most notably the chinese government s one child policy have resorted to coercive measures this book discusses the
various methods and impacts of human population control
Myth of Population Control 1973 with a new introduction this fully revised edition of a feminist classic reveals the dangers of contemporary
population control tactivs especially as they affect women in developing countries
A History of Human Population Control 2015-12-14 a unique surprising sometimes frightening study of the u s foreign aid program its impact on
people of color in the developing world this book is the result of almost ten years of research hundreds of freedom of information act requests travel
on four continents it examines the role of the national security council the central intelligence agency aid the department of defense other branches
of government in a clearly defined strategy to contain the rise to power of the emerging states of the southern hemisphere much of the material in
the book has been recently declassified cannot be obtained elsewhere the book also presents comprehensive documentation of subversive activities
carried out under the development assistance program including the clandestine recruitment of in place agents secret payments to influence
policymakers conditional lending grant assistance large scale disinformation campaigns cultural intellectual warfare falsely attributed propaganda
this book is a must for university libraries serious researchers topics covered foreign relations population reproductive rights race relations
development economics international agencies covert operations military security studies bulk prices available on request to retailers booksellers
orders inquiries information project for africa inc box 43345 washington dc 20010
Population System Control 1988 人口増加と資源の限界について論じ 現代の人口問題の基礎を築いた経済学書の古典中の古典
Population Control Politics 1985 this book comprehensively compares the development of population control policies in china and india their
implementations and the population changes over the past seven decades analyzing how populations have changed and affected socioeconomic
development in the two societies this book systematically compares china and india through social and cultural factors including religion and
traditional perspectives on population ethnicity and language social classes family social status and education of women and government functions a
brief introduction discusses how china has developed into a highly homogenous society and how india has developed into a highly diversified nation
in history and the influence of other countries on these two societies with empirical data the book analyzes how population changes are strongly
correlated with economic development in the two most populous societies an insightful discussion of the population issues with a world perspective
and historical understanding of china and india is also provided this book will be valuable reading to students and researchers interested in knowing
more about the population control policies population changes and cultures and societies in china and india
Population Target 1976 for over half a century policymakers committed to population control have perpetrated a gigantic costly and inhumane fraud
upon the human race they have robbed people of the developing countries of their progeny and the people of the developed world of their



pocketbooks determined to stop population growth at all costs those mosher calls population controllers have abused women targeted racial and
religious minorities undermined primary health care programs and encouraged dictatorial actions if not dictatorship they have skewed the foreign
aid programs of the united states and other developed countries in an anti natal direction corrupted dozens of well intentioned nongovernmental
organizations and impoverished authentic development programs blinded by zealotry they have even embraced the most brutal birth control
campaign in history china s infamous one child policy with all its attendant horrors there is no workable demographic definition of overpopulation
those who argue for its premises conjure up images of poverty low incomes poor health unemployment malnutrition overcrowded housing to justify
anti natal programs the irony is that such policies have in many ways caused what they predicted a world which is poorer materially less diverse
culturally less advanced economically and plagued by disease the population controllers have not only studiously ignored mounting evidence of their
multiple failures they have avoided the biggest story of them all fertility rates are in free fall around the globe movements with billions of dollars at
their disposal not to mention thousands of paid advocates do not go quietly to their graves moreover many in the movement are not content to merely
achieve zero population growth they want to see negative population numbers in their view our current population should be reduced to one or two
billion or so such a goal would keep these interest groups fully employed it would also have dangerous consequences for a global environment
The Politics of Population Control 1977 the book is timely invigorating and thought provoking and makes a well researched and very informative
contribution to a critical understanding of the history of population control measures in india i am sure it will become a standard reference source for
scholars and policy makers interested in social demography rights in relation to reproductive health and policies on population health and family
planning population studies in this critical examination of india s family planning programme the author concludes that the health sector in india is
influenced by ideas of eugenics and of malthus he explains how these ideas have moulded the discipline of demography and helped to construct the
family planning programme the author looks for empirical evidence on the apparent reproductive profligacy of the poor and points to history to show
repeated association between population and economic and health improvement questioning the motives behind the emphasis on reproductive health
and rights he maintains that neo liberal economic policies have dealt a huge blow to ideas of the universal provision of health services
Demographic Problems; Controversy Over Population Control 1967 膨張し続ける世界人口 永久に失われつつある生物の多様性 生命をはぐくむ地球上の生物圏は 急激に衰え始めている 私たちはいま 何を選択すべきなのか
ピュリッツァー賞を二度受賞した知の巨人が発する強烈なマニフェスト
Population Control 1961 with the rapid development of economy and international communication world population mobility increase significantly as
migrating population is one of vulnerable populations to infectious diseases strengthening monitoring system and intervention approaches will be a
key factor in controlling the spread of infectious diseases this book is intended to provide valuable information on creating effective prevention and
intervention strategies of tuberculosis taking shenzhen one of typical immigrant cities as an example followed by overview of tuberculosis the control
strategy diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis drug resistant tuberculosis and hiv associated tuberculosis in migrating population is introduced in
addition application of innovative technologies for example internet molecular biology and artificial intelligence in tuberculosis control is presented it
will be a useful reference for practitioners in centers for infectious disease control and prevention hospitals academic institutions as well as staff in
government agencies and non government organizations with interests in tuberculosis prevention and control
Population Control by social behaviour 1978 this book contends that high fertility is rational in that it achieves short term economic benefit and
long term old age support for families wider macroeconomic effects are not the concern of the individual family this means that the fertility choices of
the poor are not a result of ignorance the objective of this book is to drive home the fact that it is poverty that is responsible for high fertility and that
until the problem of poverty is effectively dealt with the problem of high fertility will continue to persist the book concludes with a series of policy



recommendations for the eradication of poverty
The Family and Population Control 1959 first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Reproductive Rights and Wrongs 1995 this volume is devoted to some of the most biologically significant control problems governed by
continuous age dependent population dynamics it investigates the existence uniqueness positivity and asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the
continuous age structured models some comparison results are also established in the optimal control problems the emphasis is on first order
necessary conditions of optimality these conditions allow the determination of the optimal control or the approximation of the optimal control
problem the exact controllability for some models with diffusion and internal control is also studied these subjects are treated using new concepts
and techniques of modern optimal control theory such as clarke s generalized gradient ekeland s variational principle hamilton jacobi equations and
carleman estimates a background in advanced calculus and partial differential equations is required audience this work will be of interest to students
in mathematics biology and engineering and researchers in applied mathematics control theory and biology
Demographic Problems: Controversy Over Population Control 1969 admittedly the world and the nature of forced migration have changed a great
deal over the last two decades the relevance of data accumulated during that time period can now be called into question the roundtable and the
program on forced migration at the mailman school of public health of columbia university have commissioned a series of epidemiological reviews on
priority public health problems for forced migrants that will update the state of knowledge malaria control during mass population movements and
natural disasters the first in the series provides a basic overview of the state of knowledge of epidemiology of malaria and public health interventions
and practices for controlling the disease in situations involving forced migration and conflict
The Growth and Control of World Population 1970-01-01 principles of research design and drug literature evaluation is a unique resource that
provides a balanced approach covering critical elements of clinical research biostatistical principles and scientific literature evaluation techniques for
evidence based medicine this accessible text provides comprehensive course content that meets and exceeds the curriculum standards set by the
accreditation council for pharmacy education acpe written by expert authors specializing in pharmacy practice and research this valuable text will
provide pharmacy students and practitioners with a thorough understanding of the principles and practices of drug literature evaluation with a
strong grounding in research and biostatistical principles principles of research design and drug literature evaluation is an ideal foundation for
professional pharmacy students and a key resource for pharmacy residents research fellows practitioners and clinical researchers features chapter
pedagogy learning objectives review questions references and online resources instructor resources powerpoint presentations test bank and an
answer key student resources a navigate companion website including crossword puzzles interactive flash cards interactive glossary matching
questions and links from the foreword this book was designed to provide and encourage practitioner s development and use of critical drug
information evaluation skills through a deeper understanding of the foundational principles of study design and statistical methods because guidance
on how a study s limited findings should not be used is rare practitioners must understand and evaluate for themselves the veracity and implications
of the inherently limited primary literature findings they use as sources of drug information to make evidence based decisions together with their
patients the editors organized the book into three supporting sections to meet their pedagogical goals and address practitioners needs in translating
research into practice thanks to the editors authors and content of this book you can now be more prepared than ever before for translating research
into practice l douglas ried phd fapha editor in chief emeritus journal of the american pharmacists association professor and associate dean for
academic affairs college of pharmacy university of texas at tyler tyler texas
Excessive Force 1995-01-01



The Family and Population Control 1959
Population Control and the Law 1989
Sterilization, Birth Control and Population Control 1994
Birth Control in the Modern World; the Role of the Individual in Population Control 1972
人口論 2014-06
DSM-5 精神疾患の診断・統計マニュアル 2023-07-14
Population Control Policies in China and India 1977
Weed Control in U.S. Rice Population 1967
Department of the Interior, National Park Service: Control of Elk Population, Yellowstone National Park 2021-06-30
年報カルチュラル・スタディーズ 2017-07-05
Population Control 2004
From Population Control To Reproductive Health 2003-12-05
生命の未来 2019-11-25
Tuberculosis Control in Migrating Population 2016-04-08
Poverty Reduction - An Effective Means of Population Control 1997
Accepting Population Control 2000-10-31
Analysis and Control of Age-Dependent Population Dynamics 1964
The Potential Role of the Sterility Method for Insect Population Control with Special Reference to Combining this Method with Conventional Methods
2003-01-16
Malaria Control During Mass Population Movements and Natural Disasters 2014-03-07
Principles of Research Design and Drug Literature Evaluation
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